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With huge quantity of data distributed in scientific and industrial world,
demand for parallel accessing of information motivates the usage of Grid. Grid computing
is an emerging infrastructure modeling for broad variety of disciplines with high volume
and varied data sets. Due to the limitation of parallel access of data in the grid as well as
satisfaction for both service provider and client related requirements, efficient data
integration becomes an important challenge. In this paper, an efficient technique called,
Derived Genetic Key Matching (DGKM) is developed for quick parallel accessing of data
for heart disease diagnosis from multiple grid location and seamless data integration
spread over the disturbed grid servers is introduced. Synchronization of storage key to
the grid location is done to identify the request data based on the factors leading to heart
disease for multiple users (i.e. patients) at different location and therefore improving the
data integrity rate. DGKM in distributed grid services allows for parallel and integrated
data accessing (i.e. accessing different features) with derived gene populations of key
matching indexes, aiming at reducing the time taken for key matching. Finally, the Vantage
Point (VP) Tree Indexed Berkeley Key matching algorithm is developed to optimize different
data grid storage with the objective of returning the result based on the factors resulting
in heart disease to corresponding grid server location, aiming at improving the speed of
parallel data accessing from distributed grids. The proposed technique is implemented
by GridSim, a resource modeling and application scheduling for parallel computing.
DGKM performance are tested with grid file accessing for online data repositories using
Cleveland Clinic Foundation Heart disease data set available from UCI repository with
metrics such as data grid access speed, data integrity rate, time taken for key matching,
and accuracy of grid location identification. Experiment results show that the proposed
technique achieve better performance by improving the data access speed by 17.04% and
accuracy of grid location identification by 15.13% compared to state-of-the-art works.

Key words: Grid computing, Derived Genetic, Key Matching,
Parallel accessing, Gene populations, Parallel computing.

The Grid is a combination of hardware
and software infrastructure providing reliable,
dependable, pervasive, and economical access with
high-end computational capacity for broad
disciplines with high volume and varied data sets.
The data grid should be handled efficiently in a
parallel manner at different location to improve the
computational and resource efficiency of the Grid
Data Environment.

In1, a dynamic data replication algorithm
was introduced with the objective of reducing the
job execution time with effective network usage.
The dynamic data replication algorithm minimized
the data access time by improving the overall
performance of the system. Enhanced Dynamic
Hierarchical Replication2 also minimized the data
access time with the introduction of Weighted
Scheduling Strategy (WSS). Virtualization of
process for big data in cloud environment3 was
handled using network related computational
resources. A review of grid allocation was
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performed in4.
Nash Equilibrium was introduced in5 with

the objective of improving the computational
capability while assigning grid by several users.
However, in many real scenarios, involving
multilingual solutions, accuracy and time for
allocation of grid has to be suggested. Therefore,
key matching indexes based on gene population
and Vantage Point is presented in this paper.

Allocation of grid in cloud computing
becomes more and more complicated with the
applications and characteristics of multi server
system. In6, a framework for optimal multi server
configuration was introduced with the objective
of optimizing the server speed without
compromising the quality of service. An adaptive
algorithm was introduced in7 to ensure parallel
processing by reducing the prediction errors in a
significant manner. In8, multi objective game theory
was introduced to solve the problem of fairness
and efficiency using communication and storage
aware multi objective algorithm.

Heterogeneous allocation of resources
was performed in9 by applying K-Means clustering
algorithm with the objective of minimizing the
workload requirements. Efficient data storage and
parallel processing in mobile cloud was handled
in10 using an approach called k-out-of-n
computing. However data integrity rate lack in the
above paper which is addressed through
synchronization of storage key with grid location
in DGKM technique.

Tremendous progress has been made in
the recent past years for designing and developing
incredible parallel computing architectures. In11,
parallel computation was performed in an efficient
manner using Exchanged Cross Cube (ECC)
technique. Fuzzy logic for composition
optimization12 was introduced with the objective
of assigning weights across different geographical
locations (grid). An ontology based approach was
also designed for efficient allocation of grid.

Attribute based solution was introduced
in13 to address scalability with respect to grid and
provided fine grained access control in cloud
environment. Also computational complexity was
reduced by applying Attribute Based Encryption
(ABE). In order to perform parallel processing and
improve data sharing in cloud, object centered
approach was introduced in14 ensuring

accountability. Continuous aggregation of queries
to ensure parallel processing15 used cost-based
query planning was introduced. However, the time
taken for allocation of grid remained unaddressed.
Therefore, to reduce the time, key matching indexes
based on derived gene population is introduced in
the DGKM technique.

A hybrid approach was introduced in16 to
improve the rate of record matching using privacy
preserving partitioning. Another method called
Saturn 17 was introduced to reduce the load
balancing and minimize the rate of fault using
horizontal and vertical replication. In18, fault
tolerance with distributed systems was introduced
to address issues related to allocation of resources
using Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism. Fast
allocation of resources using keywords search was
performed in19 to reduce the query response time
in a significant manner. Extended Sub tree20

improved the runtime efficiency by applying
distance function. Classification of classical swine
flu virus21 developed potential for new vaccines
using antigenic characterization. In22, a review for
treatment of pilon fracture was presented.

In this paper with the input data drawn
from Cleveland Clinic Foundation Heart disease
data set from UCI repository, three strategies are
proposed, first a novel synchronization technique
for storage key to grid location that takes into
account input attributes (i.e., with the dataset
description from table 1) and grid location
attributes is presented. Second a novel matching
indexes strategy, called Key Matching Indexes
based on Derived Gene Population is presented.
The Key Matching Indexes based on Derived Gene
Population improves the proposed technique by
using a fitness function that evaluates the solution
domain (i.e. the resultant factors leading to hear
disease) in an efficient manner. Finally, a Vantage
Point Tree Index improves the data integrity speed
rate in an extensive manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 proposes our Derived Genetic
Key Matching (DGKM) technique for heart
disease diagnosis. In Section 3, experimental
settings for DGKM technique is presented with
the help of the dataset description provided in table
1. In Section 4 the discussion with the table values
and graph form is presented. Finally, Section 5
concludes our work.
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MATERIALS   AND  METHODS

Derived Genetic Key Matching
The Grid is a combination of hardware

and software infrastructure that offers reliable,
dependable, pervasive, and economical access to
high-end computational capacity. Parallel
accessing of data grid at different location needs
to be handled properly, to improve the
computational and resource efficiency of the Grid
Data Environment.

In this section, the new technique called
Derived Genetic Key Matching for quick parallel
accessing is presented. For improving the grid
location identification, reducing the time taken for
key matching and improve data integrity rate, it is
better to access data from multiple grid location
and perform synchronization improving the data
access speed. This work presents a technique
using derived genetic key matching for heart
disease diagnosis. The architecture of the
proposed Derived Genetic Key Matching (DGKM)
technique is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 given above shows the Block
diagram of DGKM technique with the input
obtained from Heart disease data set. As sown in
the figure, the DGKM technique is divided into
three parts. The first part performs efficient
synchronization of storage key to grid location for
efficient heart disease diagnosis aiming at
improving the data integrity rate. Key matching
indexes using derived gene population is performed
that introduces the features and factors resulting
in heart disease in the second part with the aim of
reducing the time taken for key matching. Finally,
Vantage Point Tree index using Berkeley Key
Matching algorithm results in the optimized data

grid storage and therefore improving the data grid
access rate. The elaborate description of DGKM
technique is discussed in the forthcoming
sections.
Design of synchronization of storage key with
grid location

The first step in the design of Derived
Genetic Key Matching (DGKM) technique is the
efficienct synchronization of storage key to the
grid location. The synchronization is performed to
identify the request data (i.e. factors causing heart
disease) for multiple users (i.e. patients) from
different location and therefore improving the data
integrity rate.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of
synchronization process that involves efficient
synchronization of storage key to grid location.
As shown in the figure, given an input with

multiple users ‘ ’

and ‘ ’ storage keys, with grid locations

‘ ’,

synchronization of storage key to grid location
involves associating storage key to grid location.
Multiple users located at different places request
for the factors leading to heart disease.

A string of features ‘ ’

is used to represent each storage key. The
mathematical formulation for each feature is as
given below

...(1)

From (1), the storage key ‘ ’ includes

two attributes, where ‘ ’ represents the key

allotted for each user ‘ ’ (i.e. patient) and ‘ ’

Fig. 1. Block diagram of DGKM technique
Fig. 2. Block diagram of synchronization of storage
key with grid location
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denotes the length of the storage key respectively.
The synchronization of storage key to the grid
location problem now minimizes to multiple key
indexing matching. Let us consider the input user
‘’ with ‘’ where ‘’ is the ‘’ including attributes as
given below  ( ) = (  ( ),  ( )) 

...(2)
Let us consider the grid locators as

‘ 1, 2, … . . ,  ’ where

‘
=  ,1, ,2, … . . , , .

The grid locators include the information relating
to the factors resulting in heart disease. For
example, a patient with fasting blood sugar > 120
mg/d with maximum heart rate achieved with
exercise induced angina has the highest probability

of obtaining heart disease. Here, ‘ ,  ’ is the

‘ ℎ ’ input feature of ‘’ location comprising of
attributes as given below  =    , ,  , ) 

...(3)
From (2) and (3), after each iteration

‘ =  1, 2, . . ,  ’ corresponds to mapping function

‘’ from input attributes ‘   ’ (i.e. 13 attributes
provided in table 1) to grid location attributes

‘    ’ such that the following
condition is met.=  ( ) =  ,  

...(4)
From (4), synchronization of storage key

to the grid location is performed in an efficient
manner to identify the request data for multiple
users (i.e. patients) at different location (i.e. from
different hospitals across the region) in a
significant manner. This in turn improves the data
integrity rate. The Storage Key Grid Location
Synchronization (SKGLS) algorithm works as given
below.

The SKGLS algorithm given above
(Figure 3) performs efficient synchronization of
storage key to grid location with the objective of
improving the data integrity rate. For each user,
the algorithm starts with the extraction of possible
features. With the evaluated features, input
attributes and grid location attributes are obtained.
With the aid of these two attributes,

Fig. 3. Algorithm for SKGLS

synchronization is performed in an efficient manner.
Construction of Key Matching Indexes based on
Derived Gene Populations

The second step in the design of Derived
Genetic Key Matching (DGKM) technique in
distributed grid services allows for parallel and
integrated data accessing with derived gene
populations of key matching indexes, aiming at
reducing the time taken for key matching. In key
matching indexes based on derived gene
population, efficient matching is performed based
on the dataset description from table 1. Efficient
key matching indexes is handled using derived
gene population with the aid of fitness function to
evaluate the solution domain (i.e. key matching
indexes).

As shown in figure 4, the DGKM
technique in distributed grid services where the
patients are located in different regions allows for
parallel and integrated data accessing regarding
the factors that influence heart disease using heart
disease dataset with derived gene populations (i.e.

‘ ’) of key matching

indexes. Efficient key matching indices is performed

Fig. 4. Block diagram of Key Matching Indexes
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using fitness function with derived gene
population (i.e. different users) as given below=  | ( ) =  , , } + ( ) =  , , >   

...(5)
From (5), efficient key matching indices

‘ ’ is performed where the first statement marks

the storage keys assigned to different users. Each
storage key includes the list of attributes provided
in table 1 and the matching factors that result in
heart disease. The second statement marks the
features (i.e. users) with storage key not matched

by function ‘ ’. The key matching indexes using

Pearson Correlation Coefficient is as given below

...(6)

From (6), the key matching indexing ‘’ is
evaluated on the basis of similarity between
derived gene population (i.e. patients) ‘’ and
storage keys ‘’ respectively, where each storage
key represents the attributes with the description.
For example, the attributes with the description
include ‘number of major vessels covered by
flouoropsy = 0/1/2/3’ and so on as listed in table 1.
So the storage key that matches with that of the
users are only subjected to key matching which in
turn reduces the time taken for key matching.
Vantage Point (VP) Tree Indexed Berkeley Key
matching

In this section, the application of Vantage
Point (VP) Tree Indexed Berkeley Key matching
algorithm is explained for efficient heart disease
diagnosis. The Vantage Point (VP) Tree Indexed
Berkeley Key matching algorithm is developed to
optimize different data grid storage to
corresponding grid server location. Vantage Points
are used to split the grid storage that include the
resultant factors leading to heart disease into tree
structure and perform the process in a hierarchical
manner. VP Tree Indexed Berkeley key matching
algorithm in DGKM improves the speed of parallel
data accessing from distributed grids that includes
the cause for heart disease from different regions.
Tree indexed key matching process is periodically
done for multiple requests obtained from different
patients from different locations for data accessing.

Let us discuss the Vantage Point (VP)
Tree to partition the grid storage around selected
Vantage Points at several levels to form a
hierarchical tree structure. The Tree Indexed
Berkeley Key algorithm is then used for effective
optimization of grid storage to corresponding grid
server location. Vantage Point (VP) Tree consists
of a binary tree where the internal node is
formulated as given below= ( , , , ) 

...(7)
From (7) the internal node ‘Node’ consist

of vantage point ‘VP’, midpoint distance among
all the distances of vantage points represented by
‘M

dis
’ and pointers to left and right leaf represented

by ‘L
leaf

’ and ‘R
leaf

’ respectively.
Left leaf of the node indexes the vantage

points whose midpoint distances from ‘VP’ are less
than or equal to ‘M

dis
’, and right leaf of the node

indexes the points whose distances from ‘VP’ are
greater than or equal to ‘M

dis
’. In Vantage Point

(VP) Tree Indexed form, instead of pointers to the
left and right leaf, references to the data Vantage
Points are used.

For each user ‘User’ in every internal
node, the midpoint ‘M’ is used for partition with
respect to the first vantage point ‘VP

1
’, and

medians, ‘M
1
’ and ‘M

2
’ are used in reference with

respect to the second vantage point ‘VP
2
’. With

the aid of heart disease dataset, each user forms
the patients with the first vantage point for example
representing the fasting blood sugar (fbs) > 80,
second vantage point being fasting blood sugar >
100 and so on.

Figure 5 given above shows the block
diagram of Vantage Point (VP) Tree Indexed
Berkeley Key where the leaf node consists of the
distances between data points in and vantage
points of that leaf are used. The distances between

Fig. 5. Block diagram of Vantage Point (VP) Tree Index
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data points using heart disease dataset represent
the various classifications and factors resulting in
heart disease. From the figure 5, ‘ ’ and ‘ ’,
are the distances between the first and second
vantage points respectively, where in our heart
disease diagnosis example, the first vantage point
being fbs > 80, second vantage point being fbs >
100. The algorithmic description of VP Tree Indexed
Berkeley key matching is given below in figure.

Figure 6 given above shows the
algorithmic description of VP Tree Indexed
Berkeley key matching. Vantage Point (VP) Tree
Indexed Berkeley Key matching algorithm is
designed as shown above with the objective of

for online data repositories.
Experimental settings

To quick parallel accessing of data from
multiple grid location using Derived Genetic Key
Matching (DGKM) technique, experiments were
conducted based on Gridsim simulator and applied
in JAVA using Cleveland Heart disease dataset from
UCI repository. Cleveland Heart disease dataset
consists of 76 attributes, whereas the experiments
are conducted with the aid of 14 of them.
Experiments with the Cleveland database using
DGKM technique concentrated on attempting to
differentiate between the presence of disease by
the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and the absence of disease by
the value 0. The dataset description of Cleveland
Heart disease dataset from UCI repository is
provided in table 1.

The work Derived Genetic Key Matching
(DGKM) technique is compared against the
existing Prefetching based Dynamic Data
Replication Algorithm (PDDRA) [1] and Enhanced
Dynamic Hierarchical Replication in Data Grid

Fig. 6. VP Tree Indexed Berkeley key matching algorithm

optimizing several data grid storage with their
respective grid server location.

The motivation behind the application of
VP Tree Indexed Berkeley key matching algorithm
in DGKM using heart disease dataset is to further
enhance the parallel data accessing speed from
distributed grids. As shown in figure, the tree
indexed key matching process is continuously
performed in an iterative manner for multiple user
requests of data accessing. The performance of
DGKM technique is tested with grid file accessing

Table 1. Dataset description

1 Age Numerical
2 Sex Male, Female
3 Chest Pain Type 1, 2, 3, 4
4 Resting Blood Pressure Numerical
5 Serum Cholestoral in mg/dl numerical
6 Fasting Blood Sugar > 120 mg/d Yes, No
7 Resting Electrocardiograph results 0, 1, 2, 3
8 Maximum heart rate achieve Numerical
9 Exercise induced angina Yes, No
10 ST depression induced Numerical

by exercise relative to rest
11 Slope of peak exercise Numerical
12 Number of major vessels 0 – 3

colored by flourosopy
13 Thal Normal, Fixed

defect,
reversible
defect

14 Disease diagnosis Presence (1),
Absence (0)

(EDHR-DG) [2] technique.  The experiment is
conducted on the factors such as data grid access
speed, data integrity rate, time taken for key
matching, and accuracy of grid location
identification.
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DISCUSSION

The result analysis of Derived Genetic
Key Matching (DGKM) technique is compared
with the existing Prefetching based Dynamic Data
Replication Algorithm (PDDRA) [1] and Enhanced
Dynamic Hierarchical Replication in Data Grid
(EDHR-DG) [2] technique. Table 2 represents the
data integrity using JAVA platform and comparison
is made with two other methods, namely PDDRA
[1] and EDHR-DG [2].
Impact of data integrity rate

Data integrity rate is ensured by checking
whether the data is recorded exactly as intended
by the patient registered and queried from different
location and if so measures the changes being
made. The mathematical formulation of data
integrity rate is given as below

=  (=1 ∗  ) − ( ) 
...(8)

From (8), the data integrity rate ‘ ’ is

measured using the actual data size ‘ ’ and

the data dropped ‘ ’ with respect to

the number of users ‘ ’.
Figure 7 shows the result of data integrity

rate efficiency that measures the amount of data
successfully sent on the basis of the drop rate
versus the varying number of data send in the
range of 50 – 350 KB. To better perceive the efficacy
of the proposed DGKM technique, substantial
experimental results are illustrated in Figure 7 and
compared against the existing PDDRA [1] and
EDHR-DG [2] respectively.

The data integrity rate for different
observations made by several users (i.e. patients)
is performed at different time interval is shown

above. Higher, the number of data being sent (i.e.,
the observation from different patients located at
different regions), more successful the technique
is. The results reported here confirm that with the
increase in the number of data being sent, the data
integrity rate efficiency also increases. The process
is repeated for 7 different data packets.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the proposed
DGKM technique performs relatively well when
compared to two other methods PDDRA [1] and
EDHR-DG [2]. The data integrity rate efficiency
using DGKM technique is improved with the

Table 2. Tabulation for data integrity rate

Data size Data integrity rate (KB)
(KB) DGKM PDDRA EDHR-DG

50 231 224 218
100 285 286 276
150 320 300 290
200 300 280 270
250 325 305 285
300 315 295 285
350 345 325 315

Fig. 7. Measure of data integrity rate

synchronization of storage key with the grid
location where data transmission is performed in
and out of its neighbors. As a result, by applying
mapping function for each user based on the
storage key, results in the improvement of data
integrity rate efficiency using DGKM technique
by 3.5% and 7.72% compared to PDDRA [1] and
EDHR-DG [2]  respectively.
Impact of time taken for key matching

The time taken for key matching based
on the training and test dataset is the amount of
time taken to match the key with respect to the
total number of user (i.e. patient) who are ready for
acquiring the information regarding the factors
resulting in heart disease. It is mathematically
formulate as given below.ℎ   =  (  ) ∗   

...(9)
From (9), the time for key matching

‘ ’ is obtained using the time

for single user ‘ ’ and total number

of users ‘ ’.

In table 3 we further compare the time
taken for key matching with different number of
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users (i.e. for different number of patients). The
experiments were conducted with 70 observations
(i.e., users) and the time taken for key matching

[1] and EDHR-DG [2] respectively.
Impact of data grid access speed

The data grid access speed is the rate at
which the user is allocated with the grid based on
the storage key. Higher the data grid access speed,
more efficient the method is said to be and is
measured in terms of kilo bits per second (KB/s).
Table 4 shows the data grid access speed with
respect to user and grid location with respect to
seventy users.

Figure 9 given below shows the data grid
access speed for DGKM technique, PDDRA [1]
and EDHR-DG [2] versus seventy different users
(i.e., vehicles). The data grid access speed rate
returned over DGKM technique increases

Table 3. Tabulation for time taken for key matching

No. of            Time taken for key matching (ms)
users (n) DGKM PDDRA EDHR-DG

10 3.91 4.72 5.42
20 5.23 9.26 9.25
30 8.54 12.57 14.59
40 7.22 11.25 13.27
50 11.35 15.38 20.40
60 10.82 14.85 19.87
70 15.23 19.26 24.28

obtained is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms).
In order to reduce the time taken for key

matching for further transfer of data packets, the
time taken for single user is considered. In the
experimental setup, the number of user ranges from
10 to 70 is illustrated in figure 6. The time taken for

Fig. 8. Measure of time taken for key matching

key matching using the technique DGKM provides
comparable values than the state-of-the-art
methods.

The targeting results of number of users
to measure the time taken for key matching using
DGKM is compared with two state-of-the-art
methods PDDRA and EDHR-DG in figure 8 is
presented. Our technique DGKM differs from the
PDDRA [1] and EDHR-DG [2] in that we have
incorporated Key Matching indexes based on
derived gene population and ensures parallel and
integrated data accessing. Based on the fitness
function, the results are generated and evaluate
the solution domain in an efficient manner. As a
result, the time taken for key matching is reduced
by 48.88% and 61.12% compared to the PDDRA

Table 4. Tabulation for data grid access speed

Methods Data grid access speed (KB/s)

DGKM 125
PDDRA 115
EDHR-DG 85

Fig. 9. Measure of data grid access speed

gradually for differing number of users.
From figure 9, it is illustrative that the data

grid access speed is improved using the proposed
technique DGKM. This is because with the
application of Vantage Point Tree Index, the data
grid access speed is increased. With the help of
Vantage Point Tree Index, to optimize different grid
storage, the DGKM technique applies Berkeley key
matching algorithm that helps in identifying the
data drop rate at an early stage in an extensive
manner. This in turn helps in improving the data
access speed by 8% compared to PDDRA. In
addition, by applying Berkeley key matching
algorithm helps in improving the probability of
successful data transmission using binary tree and
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therefore improving the data grid access speed by
26.08% compared to EDHR-DG.
Impact of accuracy of grid location identification

The accuracy of grid location
identification is measured on the basis of the
number of users who were successfully located
with the grid and those who have accessed the
information and the factors relating to heart
disease. The accuracy is formulated as given below
and is measured in terms of percentage (%).

...(10)

From (10), the accuracy of grid location
identification ‘ ’ is measured using the users who

were successfully located with the grid ‘ ’
to the number of users ‘ ’. Higher, the accuracy of
grid location identification, more efficient the
method is said to be.

Table 5 and figure 10 shows the measure
of accuracy of grid location identification. From
the figure it is illustrative that the accuracy of grid
location identification is improved with the increase
in the number of users. However, comparatively

betterment is observed using DGKM technique
than PDDRA and EDHR-DG. This is because of
the application of Vantage Point (VP) Tree Indexed
Berkeley Key matching algorithm that optimizes
several data grid storage with their respective grid
server location. This in turn improves the accuracy
of grid location identification by 10% compared to
PDDRA and 20.26% compared to EDHR-DG
respectively.

CONCLUSION

Derived Genetic Key Matching (DGKM)
technique performs efficient parallel processing to
reduce the time taken for key matching and improve
data integrity rate for users on dynamic
observations for heart disease diagnosis from
various regions. We then showed how this
technique can be extended to incorporate
synchronization of storage key (i.e. the factors
resulting in heart disease) to the grid location where
the key factors are stored to improve the data
integrity rate based on input attributes and grid
location attributes. The synchronization of storage
key to the grid location also provided efficient
mapping for multiple users at different location
based on the storage key and grid location and
hence improved the data integrity rate.  Next, the
introduced key matching indexes based on derived
gene population reduces the time taken for key
matching in an efficient manner for parallel and
integrated data accessing. This parallel and
integrated data accessing for different patients
relating to heart disease from different regions
improves the accuracy of grid location
identification. Finally, the Vantage Point (VP) Tree
Indexed Berkeley Key matching algorithm
improves the data grid access speed using Vantage
Point Tree Index. In our experimental results the
DGKM technique showed better performance than
the PDDRA and ARM-RN and EDHR-DG over the
parameters, data integrity rate, time taken for key
matching, data grid access speed and accuracy of
grid location identification. The results show that
DGKM technique offers better performance with
an improvement of data integrity rate by 5.61%
and reduces the time taken for key matching by
55% compared to PDDRA and EDHR-DG
respectively.

Table 5. Tabulation for accuracy of grid location
identification

No. of      Accuracy of grid location identification (%)
users (n) DGKM PDDRA EDHR-DG

10 70.23 60.35 50.14
20 74.32 69.29 64.23
30 78.15 73.12 68.06
40 76.23 71.20 66.14
50 79.49 74.46 69.40
60 78.12 73.09 68.03
70 84.55 79.52 74.46

Fig. 10. Measure of accuracy of grid location
identification
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